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I Motivation

Multi scale problems are abundant in physics but difficult
to deal with effective theories reduce them to problems

involving fewer scales

EFT modern tool to achieve scale separation in QFT

reduce multi scale problems to a sequence of
single scale problems

RGES allow for systematic resummation of large
logarithms of scale ratios particularly important
in QCD where running of ask is significant
and α In Q Q can be large if Q Q2 n 1,2

scale separation is the basis of factorization theoreues

crucial for separation of short distance from long
distance physics in QCD Gnc Spartous PDFS

in strongly interacting theories long distance dots
can be different from short distance dots so scale

separation becomes a necessity quarks gluons us

hadrons electrons vs Cooper pairs etc
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Why should you learn about SCET

SCET is the EFT for high energy processes involving

light particles relevant for collider physics and
heavy quark physics

very powerful but one of the most complicated
EFT ever developed full of subtleties but
physics can be subtle e.g collinearanomaly

originally developed to understand factorization
theorems in B physics c g

B Xs8 B Xult inclusive decays to light part

B DI B IT exclusive nouleptonicdecays

QCD factorization approach BBNS hepph9905312
0006124 0104110solved a problem that was

intractable before

Later SCET found many applications outside flavor
physics in particular collider physics dense QCD

matter hadron physics scattering amplitudes
DM phenomenology SYM theory BSM physics

series of annual workshops since 2003
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Important comment

The construction of an EFT becomes significantly
more complicated in cases where the large scaleM
remains as a parameter in the EFT characterizing

the large energies of light particles This is precisely
what happens in SCET

In this case as we will see the operators in the

effective Lagrangian step 3 are non local on

large scales These non localities are along light like
directions They are a characteristic feature of SCET

conventional EFTS based on Euclidean operator

productexpansion OPE

integrating out heavy particles Ax

SCET Minkowskian generalizationof the OPE
based on the method of regions ox lightlike

integrating out large energies

L
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II Brief Encounter with Heavy Quark EffectiveTheory

EFT describing bound states of a heavy quark Q
b c with light quarks and gluons B D Abic

example of a two scale problem

MQ QCD

hard soft QCD interactions
non perturbative

example of an EFT where the heavy particle cannot

be removed entirely from the effective Lagrangian
instead we only integrate out its hard far off shell
fluctuations

will encounter many features that will be useful

for the construction of SCET

when a heavy quark is bound to light partons by
soft interactions new symmetries arise which are
not manifest in QCD but will be manifest in

HQET at leading order

broken by calculable perturbative corrections hard

gluons and power corrections AQCD MQ
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physical picture

brownmuck softgluons cannotresolve
spin flavor of heavyquark

Compton wave

lengthandmagn
moment 1ha heavy quarkmomentum is

approximately conserved

1 Pa may ksize Nac

4 velocity of softresidual
boundstate 6 1 momentum

va v v1 Of
conserved in heavy quark limit ma a

which dots can be integrated out

far off shell fluctuations with kt Olma
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Construction of HQET

step 1 pull out a phase factor corresponding to the
static momentum ma0ᵗʰ and split up the
4 component Dirac spinor into two

2 component spinors
carrymomentum kt

Ya x e Q holx Hold

initial state heavyquarkwith

hw hw Ho Ho

explicitly

ho x
Q 1 4 4 x

2
fieldredefinition

Ho x e
Q 1 40 x

hadron velocity it enters as a Label on the fields

step 2 insert this decomposition into theDiracLagrangian

La Talib ma 4Q

to to e
Q id ma e

ma
hot Hot

7
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to to id mad ma hot Hot

to id hw Ho ID 2mA Ho

to i Hu Fu id hw

step 3 simplify the Dirac structures

1 8 1 8,1 It 4,8m It
up
1

w̅
1

8m
1

up Y

8m
1 1 8ft apex

1 17 sept 1

v18ft 0
spatial projection

in the hadron rest frame

oh 1 8ft 0,8

La to iv Dhu To 1 iv D 2mA Ho

to id Hw Fu id hw
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Step 4 integrate out high frequency modes w n ma

corresponding to hard quantum fluctuations

field Ho has mass 2ha while he is massless

in addition we split up A ARE A

and integrate out hard gheous hard soft

integrate out Ho in the functional integral

JOH
if halx

e
fixLiffx Δ

where

8 To iv Dshw to i 52mg iv Ds s

A Tren 2mg iv Ds irrelevant constant

and softgluonfield

iDs i24 gs A t

when hard gluon effects are included thefunctional

integral is no longer gaussian and cannot be
evaluated in closed form set AT 0 and

come back to hard gluon effects later
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functional determinant Δ is gauge invariant and

evaluating it in temporal gauge v As 0 shows

that

A Tren 2ha iv 2

infinite field independent constant
which can be dropped

integrate out Hv using equations of motion

18ha 0 Hr 2m iv D 5 hw
Shu

pluging this solution back into the Lagrangian

yields the above result for Sf


